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Abstract—This paper presents a generic video coding algorithm
allowing the content-based manipulation of objects. This manip-
ulation is possible thanks to the definition of a spatiotemporal
segmentation of the sequences. The coding strategy relies on a
joint optimization in the rate-distortion sense of the partition
definition and of the coding techniques to be used within each
region. This optimization creates the link between the analysis
and synthesis parts of the coder. The analysis defines the time
evolution of the partition, as well as the elimination or the
appearance of regions that are homogeneous either spatially or in
motion. The coding of the texture as well as of the partition relies
on region-based motion compensation techniques. The algorithm
offers a good compromise between the ability to track and
manipulate objects and the coding efficiency.
Index Terms— Affine motion estimation, compensation, rate-
distortion optimization, region-based coding, spatiotemporal seg-
mentation, video coding.
I. INTRODUCTION
CONTENT-BASED representation and coding of the vi-sual information is currently becoming an extremely
active field of research. An important part of this research
is stimulated by some of the MPEG-4 activities that try to
provide technical solutions to emerging needs of applications
such as interactive video services, video mobile terminals,
remote control, etc. In a large number of these applications,
there is a need to have a content-based representation of the
sequence instead of a more traditional pixel-based or block-
based representation. One way of facing this problem is to
rely on signal-dependent partitions of the sequence where
regions ideally define the various objects of the scene. Then, all
processing steps, including representation, processing, coding,
or manipulation, rely on these regions.
Defining a content-based representation of sequences by
means of partitions has at least three consequences.
• The signal-dependent partition results from an analysis
of the sequence. In particular, a priori defined partitions
such as block partitions are not suitable.
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• The representation of objects by partitions does not only
involve the definition of the objects’ contours at one
time instant but also their time evolution. Indeed, region
or object tracking is mandatory for a large number of
content-based functionalities [18]. This requirement elim-
inates all techniques that define partitions independently
from one frame to another.
• The representation cannot rely on a fixed topology of
the partition. Indeed, the partition has to evolve with
the modifications of the scene content: regions are to be
introduced or removed in the partition when new objects
appear or disappear in the scene.
Coding algorithms following this strategy can be viewed
as second generation coding approaches [11]. Examples of
region-based video coding schemes can be found in [19], [37],
[4], [15], [9], [3], and [32]. The main difference between these
techniques is the relative importance they assign to the spatial
or the motion information. In a first set of examples [37], [15],
[32], regions are characterized by their spatial homogeneity,
whereas in a second set [19], [4], motion information is
used as the main homogeneity criterion. Finally, examples
of segmentation techniques involving both criteria can be
found in [9] and [3]. This last approach offers a large number
of advantages: the spatial homogeneity criterion allows a
very accurate definition of the regions and the processing of
generic sequences because, for example, it can deal with the
appearance of new objects. The motion homogeneity criterion
is important to limit the number of regions and therefore the
coding cost associated with the partition. This limitation is
generally obtained by merging spatial regions that can be
processed, that is compensated, together.
All these techniques have the same structure involving
an analysis phase (mainly the segmentation) followed by a
synthesis step (mainly the coding functions). In most of them,
there is no strong relation between the two steps. One tries
to obtain the “best” segmentation, on the one hand, and then,
to code the partition as well as the texture with the lowest
possible amount of bits, on the other hand. However, high
coding efficiency requires a strong interaction between the
analysis and synthesis steps. Indeed, the definition of the
partition should depend on the techniques used to code the
various regions. Based on the work done for bit allocation
reported in [34], [20], and [25], a solution for an optimal
definition of a partition and of the set of coding techniques to
be used in each region is proposed in [26]. However, in this
work, the partitions are defined for each frame independently
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of the previous partitions. Therefore, there is no time tracking
possibility of the regions and the scheme is not really suitable
for an efficient manipulation of objects.
This paper describes a video coding system that combines
the advantages of the approaches mentioned above in order to
allow an efficient manipulation of objects. The main features of
the proposed algorithm are the following: 1) the segmentation
involves both spatial and motion homogeneity criteria, 2) the
time evolution of each region is defined (time tracking), and
3) the definition of the coding strategy involves a global
optimization of the partition as well as of the coding technique
for each region. Moreover, the scheme is quite flexible and
open to the integration and comparison of new tools. A
first version of the algorithm has been proposed within the
framework of MPEG-4 under the name of SESAME. A detailed
description of the algorithm and of its hardware complexity
can be found in [6].
The organization of this paper is as follows: Section II
describes the encoding algorithm and gives some details on the
main processing steps. Section III is devoted to coding results
and discusses the possible use of the algorithm for building
new content-based functionalities. Finally, conclusions and
open issues are reported in Section IV.
II. CODING ALGORITHM
A. Structure of the Algorithm
The objective of this section is to give an overview of the
algorithm and to describe the basic coding strategy. The block
diagram corresponding to the encoding process is presented
in Fig. 1. The encoding process relies on three sets of func-
tions: bit allocation function, partition functions, and coding
functions.
Bit Allocation Function: This function, corresponding to
the Decision block of Fig. 1, makes the link between the
analysis (partition functions) and the synthesis (coding func-
tions) parts of the encoder. As discussed in the introduction,
an efficient content-based representation relies on a careful
study of the bit allocation problem. The objective is to
share a given number of bits between the various types of
information to be coded and transmitted (motion, partition,
gray level, and color). As a result, the Decision block defines
the coding strategy, that is the set of regions to be coded
as well as the type of coding technique to be used in each
region. The coding strategy results from the optimum (in
the rate-distortion sense) selection of regions and coding
techniques out of a set of possible regions and coding
techniques.
Partition Functions: The objective of this set of functions
is to create for each frame a universe of possible regions
out of which the Decision has to create the final partition.
Note that, to be able to track objects, this universe of
regions should be related to the previous partition. This is
the objective of the Projection block of Fig. 1. Moreover,
the universe of regions has to offer to the Decision the
possibility to introduce new regions or to eliminate past
Fig. 1. Description of the encoding processing steps.
regions. This function is achieved by the Partition Tree
block.
Coding Functions: The last set of functions actually codes
the information necessary to restore the sequence on the
receiver side. It deals with the encoding of the coding
strategy (Decision coding), the motion information (Motion
coding), the partition (Partition coding), and the pixel values
(Gray level and color) called Texture in the sequel. To have
an efficient representation, both the partition and the texture
are motion compensated. This explains why the Motion
coding block is located before the Partition and Texture
coding blocks.
In the sequel, the various processing steps are further
explained and discussed.
Projection Block: The objective of this block is to define
the time evolution of the regions. To limit as much as possible
the processing delay and the computational load, only the
previous coded frame and its partition at time are used
to define the time evolution of the partition at time This
step is purely a region tracking step [22] and, in particular,
new regions cannot be introduced. Note, however, that some
regions may disappear. The projection block will be more
precisely described in Section II-B.
Partition Tree Block: The main objective of this block is to
create the universe of regions out of which the Decision has
to create the final partition. Assume, in a first step, a situation
where the scene content is not strongly modified from one
frame to the next one. In this case, the partition as defined
by the Projection, called the projected partition in the sequel,
is a rather good approximation of the optimal partition of the
current frame. However, some new objects may have appeared
in the scene and new regions may need to be introduced. On
the other hand, several regions belonging to the same object
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Fig. 2. Structure of the partition tree.
can be processed globally because, for example, they have
the same motion. In this case, these regions can be merged
to create one single object and to decrease the coding cost
devoted to the partition. In conclusion, some fluctuations with
respect to the projected partition must be allowed. The concept
of partition tree [24] can be used to deal with these fluctuations.
As illustrated in Fig. 2, the partition tree is formed by the
projected partition plus a set of hierarchical partitions that
are “above” and “below” the projected partition. Below the
projected partition, several levels of finer partitions are created.
The partitions are finer in the sense that they involve a larger
number of regions and that the contours present at a given level
are also present at lower levels. This procedure can be viewed
as a hierarchical segmentation that splits the regions of a given
level to produce the regions of the next lower level [27].
Note that the procedure is purely spatial: it does not take into
account any motion information. Above the projected partition,
several levels of coarser partitions are created. Here, regions
are merged if they can be processed globally: this reduces the
partition coding cost and goes closer to the notion of objects. In
practice, following a motion homogeneity criterion, regions are
successively merged to create coarser partitions. In Section III,
we will see how this initial merging strategy can be modified
to deal with specific content-based functionalities.
As can be seen, the partition tree defines the universe of
possible regions issued from the projected partition. These
regions can be homogeneous either spatially (lower levels of
the tree) or in motion (upper levels of the tree). No decision is
made concerning the actual partition to be coded. The objective
is simply to define a reduced set of regions that are likely to
be part of the optimum partition.
Finally, let us mention that, besides the definition of the
universe of regions, the partition tree block also includes the
estimation of the motion parameters for all regions in the tree.
This estimation is necessary for the creation of the upper levels
of the tree and also for the Decision. Section II-C discusses
more precisely the creation of this tree.
Decision Block: As previously discussed, based on the rate-
distortion criterion, the Decision block selects the best strategy
in terms of regions and coding techniques among a set of
possibilities [26], [17]. The partition tree contains all regions
that may belong to the final partition; for each of them, a
set of possible coding techniques is proposed to the Decision.
This last set involves several region-based coding techniques
with various levels of quality. Moreover, the techniques can
be proposed in intraframe mode (coding of the original signal)
and in interframe mode (motion compensation of the region
and coding of the prediction error).
Fig. 3 summarizes the decision process: from the partition
tree, all regions are extracted to form the decision tree.
Several region coding techniques (defined by the set of coding
techniques ) are considered for each region.
Then, taking regions from various levels of the partition tree,
the Decision block defines jointly the best partition and the
best coding technique for each region. More details about this
block can be found in Section II-D.
Coding Blocks: Once the optimum partition and the coding
strategy have been chosen, the information necessary to decode
the sequence is sent to the receiver. This information is
composed of the coding strategy itself, the motion parameters
for the regions that should be compensated, the partition, and
finally, the texture parameters of each region. A large set of
coding techniques can be used. Sections II-E and II-F describe
more precisely the various techniques that have actually been
used.
Intraframe mode of transmission is necessary to initiate the
coding process and to periodically refresh the information at
the receiver side. The description previously given assumed
an interframe mode of coding. For the intraframe mode, two
modifications have to be introduced. First, the Projection does
not rely on the previously coded partition. Therefore, this step
is replaced by a simple initial segmentation of the frame.
Second, the Decision process optimizes the coding strategy
on the basis of the partition tree and of only intraframe coding
techniques.
B. Projection
The partition projection adapts the partition of frame
to the current frame [32]. is the partition chosen
by the decision for representing the previous image. The
projection procedure accommodates to the data of image
, without introducing new regions.
In the projection algorithm, the region correspondence prob-
lem can be solved using connectivity and motion criteria
[22], [21]. The projection is performed in two steps. First,
motion is estimated between the original frames and
and the previous partition is motion compensated. Then,
the definition of regions into the current frame is achieved
by a three-dimensional (3-D) watershed algorithm [16] which
is essentially a morphological region growing algorithm that
extends the compensated past regions (called markers) into
the current frame.
In the work presented in [21], the compensated regions
used as markers and extended by the watershed algorithm
are assumed to be spatially homogeneous. This assumption
cannot be made now because partitions are formed by regions
that may be homogeneous either in gray level or in motion.
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Fig. 3. Decision process.
Fig. 4. Example of projection.
To solve this problem, the Projection block uses a double
partition approach [13]. In this approach, two different levels
of partition are defined. The partition of the previous image
is resegmented in order to achieve a finer partition as
shown in Fig. 4. This fine partition contains a larger number
of regions which are obtained by resegmenting the regions in
following spatial criteria. The objective is to guarantee
the spatial homogeneity of each region.
This fine segmentation is then projected in the current frame
in order to obtain a fine segmentation at time As mentioned
previously, a 3-D watershed algorithm is used for this fine
partition projection [16], [21]. The algorithm can be seen as
a region growing technique that progressively assigns pixels
to regions The assignation order is defined by a cost
function assessing the “distance” between pixel and region
The cost of assigning a pixel to a region uses three
different types of information
(1)
The three functions and are the distances
related to the texture, contour complexity, and deformation
information, respectively. The function computes the
difference between the gray level value of a pixel with
respect to the mean value of a region In turn, the function
is related to the increase in contour complexity of a
region if a pixel is added to it. Finally, the function
measures the deformation of a region with respect
to the projected marker when adding a pixel to it. The use
of this cost function provides a good stability of the labels
through the time domain, and, therefore, allows an efficient
tracking of the objects [12].
In order to obtain the partition only those contours of
the fine projected partition associated to the coarse partition
have to be kept. This can be easily done since the projection
algorithm keeps track of the labels of each region. Therefore,
the projection of a region from the coarse partition can be
obtained by merging the projections of the regions that belong
to it at time that is, by relabeling the fine projected partition.
However, the projection and relabeling of the fine partition
does not ensure that an actual partition is obtained. Indeed,
unconnected regions may have the same label after relabeling.
This problem is solved by a cleaning step that keeps the
largest connected component for each label and removes the
other connected components with the same label. A pure two-
dimensional (2-D) watershed algorithm is applied to obtain the
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final partition. The complete procedure is illustrated in Fig. 4,
where the evolution of a region is shown.
C. Partition Tree and Motion Estimation
1) Creation of the Partition Tree: The objective of the par-
tition tree is to define a universe of regions for the Decision.
To limit the complexity of the Decision, this universe should
be of reasonable size and structured in a hierarchical way [24].
This goal can be achieved by creating fluctuations around the
projected partition: lower levels are generated by successive
hierarchical segmentation steps [27], [32], and upper levels are
obtained by successive merging.
a) Merging procedure: On the upper levels of the par-
tition tree, coarser partitions are created by merging steps
following a motion criterion. The aim is to merge neighboring
regions that have a similar motion. Indeed, if these regions
can be compensated using the same motion parameters, the
contour between them does not need to be coded and only one
set of motion parameters is needed. The merging procedure is
iterative: starting from the projected partition, a first coarser
partition is created. Then, starting from this partition, a new
coarser partition is created. This process is repeated up to the
highest level of the partition tree.
At each level, before the merging itself, the motion of
each region is estimated. This procedure will be detailed in
Section II-C2. It results in a set of six parameters defining an
affine transformation for each region. Then, a region adjacency
graph (RAG) is constructed. Each node of the RAG represents
a region and the edges of the graph indicate the neighboring
relationship between regions.
The edges of the RAG are valued by assigning to them
a merging cost that estimates the motion difference of two
regions. The cost that has been used is the increase of mean
square error (MSE) in the compensation of the union of the
two regions (with the set of motion parameters of the region
that gives the lowest MSE) with respect to the MSE obtained
when the two regions are compensated separately. Finally, a
given number of merging steps are performed by selecting in
the RAG the required number of edges with lower cost.
b) Resegmentation procedure: The lower levels of the
partition tree are created by resegmenting the regions of the
projected partition. This segmentation creates new regions that
can represent new objects appearing in the scene, or objects
with several components that have been previously merged
together but are starting to undergo different motions. In both
cases, we need to separate regions with a spatial criterion.
As the merging, the segmentation is iterative and pro-
gressively builds the lower levels of the partition tree by
performing several hierarchical segmentations. Note that the
problem is similar to the one of creating the fine partition
in the projection step, but the procedure has to be done
now in a hierarchical way. The morphological approach de-
scribed in [27], [30], and [32] is particularly suitable for
this step: without getting into details let us mention that this
segmentation approach involves 1) the computation of the
difference between the original frame and the mean of each
region called “residue,” 2) the simplification of the residue by
“connected operators” [31], 3) a marker extraction step, and 4)
finally a watershed algorithm [16]. In our implementation, all
segmentation steps are size-oriented except the last one which
is contrast-oriented (see [27], [30], [32], and [24] for more
details). One of the advantages of this segmentation procedure
is that it gives good results at a low computational cost.
2) Motion Estimation: As mentioned previously, the mo-
tion of each region of the partition tree has to be estimated for
the merging steps and for the Decision.
a) Motion representation: The motion of each region is
represented by a polynomial model. A simple translational
model is generally not sufficient for regions of medium or
large size. Parametric motion models [7], [36] are able to give
a region-based motion representation that is both compact and
able to deal with quite complex motions.
In practice, on each region of the partition tree, the
motion between previous and current frames is
assumed to be affine, i.e., defined by two polynomials of order
one
(2)
where is the motion of pixel between and
This model can handle translations and simple rotations of
any planar facet. Of course, to avoid expanding the bit rate
by using models that are more complex than needed on some
regions (either very small or with simple motion), the model
complexity is adapted to the region it characterizes.
b) Estimation process: The estimation of the model pa-
rameter is done assuming constancy of the luminance along
the regions’ trajectories [36]
(3)
where denotes the intensity value at location
at time
The estimation itself is done by differential methods [33].
The objective function is the MSE between the original region
and its current prediction. The Gauss–Newton method is used
as minimization algorithm. This method iteratively minimizes
the region MSE by following the direction of its gradient that
has been locally linearized. This approach represents a good
tradeoff between complexity and reliability. After the final step
of the minimization, a spatial relaxation is performed. It relies
on a locally controlled propagation of the current motions
parameters to neighbor regions.
c) Estimation framework: It is well known that gradient-
based minimization methods do not insure the convergence
toward the absolute minimum. The situation is even worse
here because regions are of arbitrary size and the sharp gray
level transitions, which are of great help for the convergence,
correspond most of the time to the borders of the regions and
are therefore difficult to exploit. To improve the behavior of
the algorithm, the minimization process is carefully initialized
and, furthermore, embedded in a multiresolution framework.
For each region, the initialization tests several sets of motion
parameters and selects the one that produces the lowest MSE.
In particular, the set of parameters estimated for this region
in the previous frame (this is possible thanks to the time
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Fig. 5. Construction of the decision tree.
tracking ability of the system), as well as the set of parameters
of regions located at the same position but on other levels
of the partition tree are tested. Finally, the estimation is
done following a multiscale coarse-to-fine strategy based on
a Gaussian pyramid.
D. Decision
The goal of the Decision step is to select the best coding
strategy among a set of possibilities that are represented by the
partition tree and a list of coding techniques. The partition tree
defines the set of regions out of which the algorithm should
create the final partition. The list of coding techniques defines
not only the type of techniques, but also their parameters (for
example quantization steps) and the intraframe or interframe
mode choice. To limit the processing delay, the strategy is
optimized for each frame separately. The Decision process
relies on the concept of Decision Tree [26], [17] illustrated on
Fig. 5. This tree concentrates in a compact and hierarchical
structure all the possible coding choices. The partition tree
defines the choices in terms of regions. The list of coding
techniques deals with the actual coding of these regions.
The structure of the decision tree is defined by the partition
tree: each node of the decision tree corresponds to a region
in the partition tree. The relations Father/Children between
the nodes are also given by the partition tree and define how
one region at a given level may either be split in various
regions (Children) or be merged to form a larger region
(Father). To define the coding strategy in the rate-distortion
sense, the decision tree should also convey the information
about the coding cost (rate measured in number of bits)
and quality (distortion assessed by the squared error) of all
possible coding techniques. Therefore, a list of rates (“Rate
list” in Fig. 5) and a list of distortion (“Dist list” in Fig. 5)
are assigned to each node. In practice, each region of the
partition tree is coded by all techniques (with various quality
levels and either in intraframe mode or in interframe mode)
and the corresponding rate and distortion values are stored
in the decision tree. The computation of the distortion is
rather straightforward. We have used the squared error between
the original and coded frames (that is, the sum of squared
difference between the values of the original and coded frames
for all pixel belonging to the region support). The situation
is more complex, however, for the computation of the rate.
Indeed, the rate associated with a region is composed of the
sum of the number of bits devoted to the texture, the motion, as
well as the shape information. In practice, the texture and the
motion information are coded independently for each region
so there is no major difficulty in defining the texture or the
motion rate for each region. But this independence is not
maintained for the shape information because a contour is
always shared by two regions. In order to avoid the problem
of optimization with complex dependency between regions,
we have used the following approximation of the shape rate:
based on the analysis of a large number of coded frames, an
average number of bit per contour points has been computed
and the shape rate assigned to a region is equal to this average
figure multiplied by the region perimeter divided by two (each
contour point is shared by two regions). Finally, note that this
step of construction of the decision tree is simply a phase of
evaluation of the respective merits of each technique and no
decision is taken.
The optimization relies on the technique discussed in [20],
[25], and [26]. The problem can be formulated as the mini-
mization of the distortion of the image with the restriction
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that the total cost be below a given budget (defined for
each frame). It has been shown that this problem can be
reformulated as the minimization of the Lagrangian:
where is the so-called Lagrange parameter. Both problems
have the same solution if we find such that is equal
(or very close) to the budget. Therefore, the problem consists
in using the decision tree to find a set of regions creating a
partition and a set of coding techniques minimizing
Assume in a first step that the optimum is known. How
can the best set of regions and coding techniques be selected?
• The first step is to make a local analysis and to compute,
for each node, the Lagrangian for each coding technique.
The technique giving the minimum Lagrangian is consid-
ered as the optimum one for this node and this Lagrangian
is stored.
• The second step is to define the best partition. This can
be done by a bottom-up analysis of the decision tree.
Starting from the lowest level, one checks if it is better to
code the area represented by a set of children regions as
a single region or as a set of individual regions
with The selection of the best choice is done
by comparing the Lagrangian of with the sum of the
Lagrangians of If the former is lower than the latter,
the node corresponding to is activated and the children
nodes are deactivated. This procedure is iterated up to
the root node. Note that, in order to use this approach,
the distortion should be additive over the regions. In our
experiments, the squared error has been used; however,
any additive measure can be used. Moreover, it should be
noticed that the approach highly relies on the hierarchical
structure of the regions in the partition tree.
At the end of the procedure, the best partition is
defined by picking up all the regions corresponding to
the activated nodes together with their corresponding best
coding technique (defined during the first step of the
algorithm).
The definition of the optimum parameter can be done with
a gradient search algorithm. The algorithm starts with one very
high value (10 ) and one very low value (0) of For
each value of the optimization procedure described above
is performed. This results in two coding strategies (partition
and coding techniques) that should give rates and ,
respectively, below and above the budget. If none of these
rates is close enough to the budget, a new Lagrange parameter
is defined as The procedure is
iterated until the rate gets close enough to the budget.
In this formulation of the optimization problem, the main
parameter is the budget that is assumed to be given for
each frame. Based on this budget, the algorithm finds the
coding strategy that minimizes the distortion. In practice, this
procedure creates a coded sequence with a variable quality.
The same structure can be used to define a coding strategy
leading to constant quality sequences. The only modification
consists in defining a target distortion value for each frame and
in inverting the role of and in the previous explanation.
In this last case, the decision minimizes the coding cost to
reach a given distortion.
Fig. 6. Motion compensation loop for partition coding.
However, in practice, an intermediate solution may be used.
Indeed, working at a fixed cost per frame may produce some
frames of very poor quality (scene changes, complex motion).
Most of the time, it is more efficient to spend more bits for
these frames so that the quality is not too low and so that it may
be possible to use these frames for the compensation of future
frames. Therefore, the optimization works basically on a fixed
nominal budget, but a minimum signal-to-noise ratio for each
frame is defined. If this minimum signal-to-noise ratio is not
reached with the nominal budget, the budget is progressively
increased. The procedure is stopped when the decision has
found the optimum strategy: 1) the distortion is minimal, 2)
the budget is at least equal to the nominal budget, and 3) the
signal-to-noise ratio is above a given threshold.
E. Partition Compensation and Coding
1) Compensation of Partitions: This section describes the
coding of the partition sequence. The information to be trans-
mitted to the receiver is made of three components: the
shape (contour), the position, and the label of each region.
To efficiently transmit this information, the basic coding
strategy for partition coding relies on motion compensation
[28], [29]. This approach is similar to the one classically
used for texture motion compensation, but it is applied here
on the partition information, that is on an image of labels.
Therefore, as illustrated in Fig. 6, the partition coding involves
the prediction by motion compensation, the computation of the
prediction error, the simplification of the error, and the coding
of the simplified error.
Before compensation, the motion parameters of the various
regions of the current partition have been estimated in a
backward mode. This step has been achieved in the partition
tree block. The first problem to solve is to define what
kind of information can be used to motion compensate the
partition. Indeed, the motion of the pixels inside a region
(texture motion) may not be equivalent to the motion of its
shape. Both motions coincide in the case of a rigid foreground
region. But, for instance, this is not the case for a background
region because the modifications of its shape or of its contours
are defined by the motion of the regions in its foreground.
However, the texture motion can be used to compensate both
the partition and the texture if extra information called the
order is transmitted with the motion parameters [23].
The compensation itself can work either in a forward mode
or in a backward mode. The second mode is generally more
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Fig. 7. Backward motion compensation of partition.
simple and is assumed in the following [28]. Let and
denote the original (as defined by the Decision) and
coded partitions at time In general, the partition coding is
lossy, therefore, The backward mode of
compensation is illustrated in Fig. 7. It is a backward mode in
the sense that, for each pixel of one tries to find its
label in In this case, the main problem is to define
which motion vector has to be used when the pixel
of is considered. Indeed, at this stage, the receiver
knows the set of motion parameters for each region, but not
the current partition. Therefore, it does not know the region the
pixel belongs to and it cannot select its corresponding motion
parameters. The solution consists in considering at each pixel
location all possible vectors defined by all possible regions.
In the case of Fig. 7, there are two regions; therefore, two
sets of motion parameters are considered for each point: one
given by the parameters assigned to region 1 and one
given by the parameters assigned to region 2 Each
time a vector defined by the motion parameters of region
does not point to a pixel belonging to region in
the compensation is invalid and discarded. In Fig. 7, this is
the case for one of the two vectors used for points A and C.
However, after each point has been considered, some pixels
have no valid compensation (empty areas) and some others
have more than one candidate (overlapping areas, see point
B of Fig. 7). To solve the conflicts of overlapping areas,
extra information called the order [23] is used. The order
information defines which region is considered to be in the
foreground of which region. In case of conflicts between
labels, the foreground region gives the correct label. The reader
is referred to [28] and [29] for the detailed description of order
estimation algorithms. The problem of overlapping areas is
in practice quite important when using affine motion models.
However, the use of the texture motion and of the order is a
quite efficient solution, because the texture motion information
leads to a good compensation of the texture, and the order
only represents a small amount of information necessary
to compensate the partition. The order information is also
useful for content-based representation implying multilayer
representations. Finally, the empty areas are left without label
and are processed as compensation errors.
2) Coding of the Partition: Once the order has been esti-
mated, the coding of the partition can be done. The structure
Fig. 8. Structure of the partition coding.
of the partition encoding process is illustrated by Fig. 8. First,
all regions that have to be sent using the intraframe mode of
the partition coding are processed. These regions are either
regions that have no motion parameters because the Decision
has defined an intraframe mode for texture coding or regions
that produce very large shape errors if they are compensated.
The second step consists in computing a partition involving
both the regions sent in intraframe mode and the compensated
regions. Finally, the partition errors are extracted, simplified,
and coded. In the sequel, we describe briefly these three blocks
(see [28] and [29] for more details).
a) Code intraregions: The objective of this block is
twofold: first, to send the contour information of the regions
transmitted in intraframe mode and second, to create a
binary mask defining where the partition is considered as
being already defined. During the compensation, each time a
label is compensated at a location corresponding to a region
transmitted in intraframe mode, the compensated label is not
taken into account.
For the coding itself, almost all partition coding techniques
(lossy or lossless) may be used (see [29]). In our implementa-
tion, the modified chain code described in [14] has been used.
This coding step allows the restoration on the receiver side
of the contours of the intraregions. However, it does not say
which regions are transmitted in intraframe mode. To actually
create the binary mask at the receiver side, a binary code is
sent for each region.
b) Compensate partition: The compensation of the pre-
vious partition is done as described in Fig. 7. In case of conflict
between several labels, a decision is taken on the basis of the
order information. At the end, the compensated information is
postprocessed in order to create a partition where each region
is made of only one connected component (cleaning step).
c) Code interregions: The partition encoding in inter-
frame mode consists in computing the error of the compen-
sated partition, in simplifying this error, and in sending the
information about the contours and labels of this error.
1) Compute error partition: The error computation consists
in extracting the pixel locations where the compensated
label is different from the label of the partition defined
by the Decision. This results in an error mask.
2) Simplify error partition: This step introduces the losses
in the coding process. Each region of the error mask is
examined to know whether it has to be preserved and
coded or discarded. In practice, two criteria can be used:
a) geometrical criterion: an error region is discarded if
its size is smaller than a given size;
b) gray level criterion: an error region is discarded if
its use in the coding does not introduce a strong
modification of the gray level (or color) values.
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Fig. 9. Example of interframe processing.
Fig. 10. Coding results for the Foreman sequence coded at 42 Kb/s and 5 frames/s. First row: original frames 0, 115, and 235. Second row: coded frames.
3) Code error contour: The actual coding of the error is
done in two steps. The first step consists in coding the
contours of the error regions. It relies on a differential
coding of the contours. Indeed, the receiver already
knows the contours that correspond to the compensated
partition. Therefore, only the new contours have to be
sent. Coding techniques similar to the one used for the
intraframe mode can be used. The resulting partition can
be seen as an overpartition because it involves contours
of the compensated partition and of the segmentation.
The second step is to send the label of each region
of the overpartition. First, the labels assigned on the
receiver side are extracted. They correspond to the
labels that were defined by the compensation process.
Second, the most probable labels of each region are
estimated. Note that, because of the simplification step,
each region of the overpartition may involve several
labels of partition to code. The most probable label is
defined as the label that has the highest number of pixels
in the considered region. The labels can be sent directly
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Fig. 11. Evolution of the PSNR for the Foreman sequence.
in the transmission channel but, in general, this would
result in an excessive amount of information. To reduce
this amount of information, specific coding strategies are
used. Examples of these can be found in [28] and [29].
F. Texture Compensation and Coding
This section describes the different techniques that are used
to actually code the texture of the image. Images are coded
using the reconstructed partition and following the results of
the Decision step. Therefore, interframe and intraframe mode
region-based coding techniques are used. The main difference
between these two modes is that, for interframe mode, a texture
motion compensation is necessary.
1) Texture Motion Compensation: The aim of the motion
compensation step is to build the best possible motion pre-
dicted image from the last coded image. In this coding
approach, the motion compensation relies on the previous and
current partitions as well as the motion information. These
data are utilized to prevent the incorrect motion compensation
of uncovered areas.
A restricted motion compensation is applied in order to
predict the texture of a current region from that of a previ-
ous one. The restriction consists in compensating each pixel
using the motion parameters of its region only if there is a
correspondence between the label the prediction comes from
and the current label. The texture of the areas that cannot
be motion compensated due to this restriction is obtained by
extrapolation of the compensated texture in a region-by-region
basis [32]. This way, the texture of the uncovered areas that
may appear in a given region is extrapolated only using texture
information from this region.
The use of restricted motion compensation improves the
quality of the compensated images. In addition to this im-
provement, this method has the very important feature of
ensuring the region independence in the motion compensation
step. This feature is necessary for content-based manipulations
(such as drag and drop of objects), since it enables the separate
decoding of any moving object.
2) Texture Coding: The goal of the region-based texture
coding is to encode the texture and color information inside
each region of an image partition. In intraframe mode, the
Fig. 12. Evolution of the number of bits per frame for the Foreman sequence.
texture is formed by the original pixel color values, whereas,
in interframe mode, the texture to be coded is the motion
compensation error. The algorithm flexibility allows the com-
bination of several texture coding techniques. For each region,
the technique giving the best compromise in the rate-distortion
sense is selected. This selection is performed by the Decision
step.
In particular, three different texture coding techniques have
been used: polynomial approximation onto orthogonal bases
[8], shape-adaptive discrete cosine transform (DCT) [35], [10],
and region-based wavelets. For the first technique, cosine basis
functions have been chosen as orthogonal bases given that they
have proved to often outperform polynomial functions.
The basic idea of region-based wavelets has been intro-
duced in [2]. Here, some improvements relying on the use
of nonseparable bidimensional wavelet filters, combined with
a region-based lattice vector quantization, are presented. The
proposed approach is based on the use of the quincunx 2-D
wavelet transform, which utilizes 2-D nonseparable low and
high-pass filters [1].
When wavelets are applied on blocks or images, schemes
based on 2-D nonseparable filters have proved to generally
outperform those relying on separable filters. Thus, the idea
is to generalize the use of 2-D nonseparable wavelet filters to
region-based schemes. The process relies on two points:
1) The building of one low-pass and one high-pass seg-
mentation mask at each level of resolution.
2) The efficient extension of the boundaries of the regions
to minimize the reconstruction errors.
In order to build the low and high-pass subbands at each
decomposition level while keeping a region-based approach,
the segmentation mask (referred to as parent below) is split
into two segmentation masks (children) corresponding to the
low and high-pass subbands. The same process is performed
for each region. To reconstruct the image at the synthesis
side, the total number of pixels in a children region has to be
equal to the number of pixels in the parent region. Moreover,
as both square and quincunx grids are handled, according
to the resolution level, the pixels of children regions are
arranged in an efficient way in square and quincunx sampling
grids.
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Fig. 13. Coding results for the Children sequence coded at 320 Kb/s and 15 frames/s. First row: original frames 6, 100, and 192. Second row: coded frames.
Fig. 14. Evolution of the PSNR, the number of bits, and the Lagrange
parameter  of the Children sequence.
Once the splitting of the segmentation mask is achieved,
the filtering and down-sampling of the image are performed
independently on each region. To minimize the reconstruction
errors on the region borders, an efficient extension of the
boundaries is previously done. The method relies on the
addition of layers around the region, where is the
half size of the filter. The same process is iterated to build
each layer. At each iteration, the magnitudes of the pixels
of the extra layer are computed as the mean values of their
neighboring pixels belonging to the region. The connectivity
is four-neighbors whatever the grid. Regarding the low and
high-pass filters used for the wavelet transform, bidimensional
biorthogonal filters have been chosen. Filter coefficients are
given in [1].
Once the wavelet coefficients have been computed, a modi-
fied lattice vector quantization process (LVQ) is performed to
quantize them efficiently. In [5] a fast quantization algorithm
for the LVQ based upon the lattice is presented for the case
of block-based schemes. It groups the transformed coefficients
into blocks and each block forms a vector that is quantized.
This strategy takes into account the vertical and horizontal
correlations of the transformed coefficients.
TABLE I
BIT ALLOCATION OF THE EXAMPLES OF FIGS. 10 AND 13
In this work, this technique has been extended to the case
of region-based schemes. First, the smallest rectangle of even
horizontal and vertical length framing the current region is
determined. This rectangle is split into blocks of size 2 2.
For each block, the transformed coefficients belonging to the
current region are stored in a vector to be quantized, whose
size depends on the number of coefficients. This way, vectors
of size 1, 2, 3, or 4 are built. Therefore, according to the
current vector size, an appropriate codebook has to be chosen
for the quantization step.
III. PERFORMANCES IN CODING EFFICIENCY
AND CONTENT-BASED SELECTIVE CODING
The objective of this section is to show the capability
of the algorithm to achieve good coding efficiency as well
as to deal with content-based functionalities. In particular,
the necessary modifications to allow the algorithm to carry
out object tracking and content-based selective coding are
summarized and some results presented.
A. Coding Efficiency
Let us start by an overview of the projection, the partition
tree creation, the Decision process, and the coding. An exam-
ple is given in Fig. 9. The image on the first row corresponds to
the partition of the previous frame. This partition is projected
and the projected partition can be seen in the center of the
second row. This step defines the time evolution of the pre-
viously transmitted regions. Based on the projected partition,
the partition tree is created: in the example of Fig. 9, levels 1
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Fig. 15. Comparison between selective and nonselective coding of the head of the mother in frames 0 (first row) and 84 (second row) of the Mother and
Daughter sequence. Left: original frames, Center: selective coding, Right: nonselective coding.
and 2 are obtained by hierarchical segmentation following a
spatial homogeneity criterion. Note in particular how regions
representing details of the face or of the background are
introduced in the universe of regions. Levels 4 and 5 are
created by merging regions with similar motion. Note here how
background regions are merged because of their homogeneity
in motion. The final partition is shown in the center of the
lower row. In this partition, some regions are homogeneous
in terms of gray level (regions corresponding to homogeneous
part of the building) and others are homogeneous in motion
(region corresponding to the face). Finally, the original as well
as the resulting coded frames are shown in the lower row.
The algorithm has been mainly tested with QCIF and CIF
sequences and bit rates from 24 to 320 Kb/s. In order to
demonstrate the capability of the algorithm to cope with vari-
ous types of sequences and scenarios, two different examples
are presented in this section:
• The example of Fig. 10 shows the frames of the sequence
Foreman coded at 42 Kb/s. This sequence is in QCIF
format (176 144 pixels) and has been coded at 5
frames/s. The first row corresponds to the original frames
0, 115, and 235 and the second row to the coded frames.
The time evolution of the peak signal-to-noise ratio
(PSNR) and of the amount of bit per frame is shown in
Figs. 11 and 12. The mean PSNR is around 30.5–31.0 dB
and increases at the end of the sequence where the motion
tends to disappear. In Fig. 12, together with the total
number of bits per frame, the main pieces of information
are shown: decision, motion, shape, and texture/color. It
can be seen in particular that the bit-stream increases
around frame 180 which is a difficult part of the sequence
involving a strong panning. A significant part of the
texture/color information cannot be compensated and has
to be sent in intra mode. Moreover, a fairly high number
of new regions are introduced in the partition. Finally, at
the end of the sequence, the number of bits devoted to the
shape information drops because the sequence becomes
almost still and most regions are merged together.
• In turn, the example of Fig. 13 shows the frames of the
sequence Children coded at 320 Kb/s. This sequence is in
QCIF format and has been coded at 15 frames/s. The first
row corresponds to the original frames 6, 100, and 192
and the second row to the coded frames. Details about the
evolution of the PSNR and the number of bits per frame
can be found in Fig. 14. Together with these results, we
also show the time evolution of the Lagrange parameter
that defines the rate-distortion ratio.
The average (computed for the whole sequence) results of
the bit allocation among the different types of information
for both examples are summarized in Table I. Note that the
Decision algorithm has selected a quite different strategy for
the two bit rates: for low bit rates almost 20% of the bit stream
is devoted to the partition information, whereas less than 10%
is used for this type of information for higher bit rates. Finally,
let us mention that by comparison with the algorithm presented
in [32] using a much simpler bit allocation rule, the current
algorithm provides between 2 and 3 dB of PSNR for very low
bit rates (30–40 Kb).
B. Content-Based Selective Coding
In order to address content-based functionalities, images
have to be described in terms of objects or groups of objects.
These objects can be defined automatically or by the user, even
on the receiver side in the case of an interactive application.
Once they have been defined, the algorithm should make
possible their tracking, within the coding scheme, through
the time domain. Such a possibility opens, for instance, the
ability to encode objects of interest with a higher quality
than other parts of the image. In the proposed algorithm, the
object tracking is mainly related to the Projection and partition
tree blocks, whereas the selective coding is associated to the
Decision block.
• Projection: The partition of the previous frame, which
should already contain a region or set of regions de-
scribing the objects of interest, is projected following
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the double partition approach that has been presented in
Section II-B. The position of the objects of interest in the
current frame is obtained by regrouping the projection
of the regions that formed the objects of interest in the
previous frame.
• Partition Tree: The set of partitions that forms the par-
tition tree is created having in mind the constraint intro-
duced by the projection of the objects of interest. The
different proposals of regions contained in the Partition
Tree must not be in contradiction with the task of tracking
the objects of interest. This translates into preventing,
for partitions above the projected partition, the merging
of regions with similar motion if they do not belong to
the same object of interest. Such a merging would make
impossible the separate tracking of the objects of interest.
• Decision: This block should yield a coding strategy
leading to a lower distortion within the objects of interest
than in other areas of the image. In order to obtain this
selective coding, the bit allocation strategy used in the
basic coding algorithm is slightly modified. In this case,
if a target bit rate has to be reached, selective coding
can be implemented by simply multiplying by a given
factor the distortion in the regions forming the objects of
interest.
• Coding: This block does not need to be changed since the
coding techniques used in this functionality are the same
as those used in the general case.
Fig. 15 presents the results of applying the previous algo-
rithm to the sequence Mother and Daughter. The first column
in Fig. 15 presents two original frames of the sequence,
whereas the second and third columns show the decoded
frames using selective and nonselective coding, respectively.
The whole sequence has been coded in both cases at 30 Kb/s
and 5 frames/s. In this example, the head of the mother
has been selected as the area of interest to be tracked and
selectively coded. The selective coding has been carried out
by multiplying by a factor ten the distortion inside this area
of interest. The different qualities obtained for the heads of
both persons in the scene should be highlighted. In addition,
note that the evolution of the mother’s face is correctly
tracked.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
This paper has presented and discussed a generic video
coding algorithm. It is a region-based scheme where regions
are tracked in time. The bit allocation plays a central role in
the coding process, it makes the link between the analysis and
the synthesis parts of the encoder. While defining the coding
strategy, it leads to the optimization of the partition as well as
of the set of coding techniques to be used in each region.
One of the advantages of the approach is that the basic
scheme which has been developed to achieve compression can
be easily modified to deal with a large set of content-based
functionalities. Moreover, the structure itself of the algorithm
allows the integration and the comparison of new tools such as
motion estimation, contour coding, texture coding, projection,
etc.
The computational complexity of the encoding process is
largely dominated by the number of different texture coding
techniques that are proposed to the Decision. In the de-
scription of the algorithm, we have implicitly assumed that
all techniques were tested for all regions. This is of course
not necessary and, in practice, one can design rules to a
priori know that it is useless to try one technique in a given
region.
The proposed algorithm can be improved in several direc-
tions. Beside improving each processing block, there are two
particular points of interest. First, the distortion measure that
has been used is the squared error because it is a simple
additive criterion. However, it could be replaced by a more
perceptually relevant criterion. Second, the optimization has
been carried on a frame basis. Improvements can certainly
be achieved if the optimization is done on a larger time
scale.
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